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Glorious Gardens
Creative Colouring

Keynote
Glorious Gardens uses Mother Nature as its inspiration in providing only the most organic
and vibrant illustrations imaginable so you can unwind and relax as you embrace your
artistic side.
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Territorial Rights World
In-House Editor Louise Dixon

A wonderful collection of patterns inspired by Mother Nature: the perfect gift
for any budding artist or nature lover.
Let nature's beauty inspire you as you colour in and complete the beautiful and intricate
patterns and shapes in this book.
Glorious Gardens uses Mother Nature as its inspiration in providing only the most organic
and vibrant illustrations imaginable so you can unwind and relax as you embrace your
artistic side.
This convenient, pocket format is perfect to carry with you, so you can colour wherever
you are.
With over ninety pages to colour, you'll never get tired of trawling the depths of your
inner creative.

Sales Points
Nature provides more beauty than the human mind can ever imagine, so you'll never
cease to be amazed at the gorgeous patterns inside
The perfect creative gift for any budding artist or nature lover
A new, mini format that is perfect for handbags and rucksacks, so you can colour
wherever you feel inspired
From the publishers of the bestselling Creative Colouring series (over 500,000 sold)

Michael O ’Mara.

www.mombooks.com
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